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Abstract: There have been many reflections, both individual and collective within our
Institutes, on the effects on our work with patients caused by COVID-19 and the
requirement to move suddenly from the setting of our own consulting rooms to
working with patients online (see also, the previous issue of this Journal). This paper
focuses on what we have learned from these experiences that can add to our
knowledge about the role of the setting in analytic work. Drawing on Bleger’s (1967)
seminal paper highlighting the usual setting as a mute projection carrier for primitive
wishes and affects, the paper explores how different patients have reacted to the loss
of the analyst as the guardian of the setting and in particular as an embodied presence.
Some key questions and challenges for both patients and analysts during the
pandemic, when ‘the setting begins to weep’, are explored.

Keywords: COVID-19, primitive affects in online work, technology, presence vs
telepresence, the mute setting

Introduction

Over the past few months, as I was preparing this paper for a public lecture for
the West Midlands Institute for Psychotherapy, thinking that COVID-19 would
be well behind us, little did I know that today, the pandemic would be far from
over and at the time of writing, many of us are deciding only now, together with
our patients and supervisees, when and how we should return to our consulting
rooms. I had hoped to be back in the privacy and familiarity of my own
consulting room with a recovered space for reflection about the effects on my
patients and me of more than 14 months working online. But no such luck,
though I am now thinking about it. For this reason, this paper remains work-
in-progress with ideas that are tentative and reflect my own views.
Gampel (2020, pp. 1223–24) reminds us that when social trauma is present

in daily life, both patients and analysts share the experiences, and this makes
it difficult to be able to think about the events as they are happening. She
quotes Appelfeld (1998), talking about the Shoah: ‘it is not possible to look
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directly into the sun’ (Gampel, 2020, p. 1224). I think it is for this reason that
writing this paper at this time, has been quite a challenge.
Some of you may have heard the recent moving interview on the UK ITV

News with the Indian journalist, Barkha Dutt, reporting tearfully about the
lack of access to medical care and funeral facilities for Indian people, when in
the moment of her grief after her own father had just died of COVID.
Gampel ends her paper, albeit not about the effects of the virus, but with a
statement that is pertinent with strong echoes of our present situation:

events leave profound marks on individual and collective histories … their meaning
and effect are felt at different times. A ‘before’ and ‘after’ are configured around the
events. And now we are simultaneously in an everyday before and after, and in a
threatening and painful ‘today’ that has no end.

(Gampel 2020, p. 1234)

Being an analyst

Before embarking on an exploration of the effects on our practice of a major
change in the setting of our work, I want first to set the scene by saying a little
about what for me is of the essence in my identity as an analyst in practice. I
think this will help us to frame some COVID-related thoughts about the
nature and significance of the setting generally and about the online setting in
which we have all been forced to work. Of course, it is not always easy to
convey in words the essence of what we do, so let me begin by drawing on a
powerful personal experience that leaves a strong sense impression.
I have owned a house in the south east of France for more than 20 years. It is

not too far from Avignon. When I am there, I visit a wonderful old church in
Uzės. I sit in one of the pews, drinking in the atmosphere, the sounds, the
smells and listening to the music when the old organ housed there is being
played. I am immediately in a very particular state of being. The nearest I can
come to describing this presence is that it is embodied but also profoundly
spiritual in the sense that it acknowledges something bigger than me. The
church has a significant history. It is a former Roman Catholic Church,
neo-classical 17th century in style, that was gutted during the French
Revolution, and later rebuilt. It replaced a still earlier cathedral destroyed in
the 12th century during the Albigensian Crusade. It has a campanile and a
well-known Tour Fenestrelle, the only part to survive from the Medieval
structure. I am not religious, but the sense of awe, sitting there quietly,
attending simultaneously to my environment with its history and my inner
experience, is not so far away from the state of being I hope to find when I am
with my patients, listening to them while at the same time, listening to myself.
A friend told me of a similar experience after a big orchestral Promenade

Concert in the London Albert Hall. She returned shortly after the end of the
concert to pick up an umbrella she had mistakenly left under her seat. Even in
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the huge, empty hall, she felt the resonance of the music, the orchestra, the
audience and the place; a momentous sense experience she had absorbed and
that would endure.
It is this I am talking about when I try to convey what is important to me as

an analyst. Jung comes near to it with his ideas about unconscious identity: that
what we do involves a relationship between two external and internal worlds
with the potential to make something in depth that is bigger than both of us.
For the analytic relationship to deepen and to practice competently as an
analyst, we need an internal setting that guides us.
Michael Parsons in his book Living Psychoanalysis (2014, p. 150) remarks

that ‘the analytic process feels at once familiar and a mystery’. He quotes
(Parsons, p. 160) a piece of writing about the craft of poetry written by the
poet Seamus Heaney:

Technique as I would define it, involves not only a poet’s way with words, his
management of metre, rhythm, and verbal texture; it involves also a definition of his
stance towards life, a definition of his own reality. It involves a discovery of ways to
go out of his normal cognitive bounds and raid the inarticulate: a dynamic alertness
that mediates between the origins of feeling in memory and experience.

(Heaney 2002, p. 19; my italics)

I like very much this phrase ‘raiding the inarticulate’ as for me, it succeeds in
capturing the essence of analytic identity and what we do with our patients.
However, to raid the inarticulate, we need to be secure in terms of our own
internal setting. How, I wonder, has the move to online work to escape the
real and shared dangers of the pandemic, affected analysts’ internal settings,
the home of their analytic attitudes? How has the change of frame, imposed
on us all, affected both patients and analysts, and how is it affecting our
openness to ongoing unconscious processes?
Parsons develops his idea of an internal setting:

just as the external setting defines and protects a spatio-temporal arena in which
patient and analyst can conduct the work of analysis, so the internal setting defines
and protects an area of the analyst’s mind where whatever happens, including what
happens to the external setting, can be considered from a psychoanalytic viewpoint
… the internal setting constitutes a psychic space which is correspondingly protected
(as is the external setting) so that within it, analysts can maintain their own
psychoanalytic reality.

(Parsons 2014, pp. 155-57)

His words ‘protected’ and ‘psychic space’, are key here. In my day-to-day work,
I see myself as the guardian of the frame or external setting, hopefully with the
agreement of my patients, and this constitutes a protective environment for
analysis. It sets the scene for the internal work that is dependent on finding a
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psychic space for which my internal setting, developing all the time, can serve
me well enough.
A central question to be asked from this is, what has happened to the

protective environment and the role of the analyst as guardian of the setting
during the pandemic, and how has it affected the internal setting of the
analyst and the psychic space we need for our work? What, we may ask, do
patients project into the online setting?

More than a year of COVID-19

In March 2020, because of COVID, we all had to scramble suddenly to manage
technologically-mediated treatment. We had no choice, and I guess it has been
better than nothing. For some colleagues who ventured back into their
consulting rooms after the first lockdown, they had to withdraw once again
during a second one.
Gillian Isaacs Russell summarizes the situation with power and clarity: ‘the

uncharted waters of the pandemic … brought loss of routine, environment, life
as we have known it … all threatened with helplessness, loss, with death …
online we sometimes feel alone in the absence of another’ (2020, pp. 366–67).
Modifying her last thought a little, working online feels for me as if I am in

the presence of an absence, and I agree with Isaacs Russell (ibid., p. 368),
when she describes telepresence as an illusion of presence. They are not the
same thing. To be fully present, there is a need for bodies in the room together.
Thinking about the use of technology in general, Isaacs Russell reminds us

that, ‘the nature of technology encourages a kind of distraction called
‘continuous partial attention’, a state when we are hyper-vigilant, anticipating
potential connection, always on anywhere: when we are so accessible, we are
inaccessible in the here and now’ (Isaacs Russell 2020, p. 368). This seems a far
cry from the kind of attentive listening we need if we are to be able to raid the
inarticulate, picking up unconscious communications through the somatic
countertransference.
I do not wish to dwell for long on the effects of extended online work, as we are

all familiar with these. Exhaustion, loss of privacy and confidentiality; what The
Guardian (Sarner, 14 April 2021), described as ‘brain fog’. We are constantly
managing digital unreliability, poor quality sound and vision, interruptions,
and sometimes uncomfortably locked periods of eye contact. There are many
examples of what Alessandra Lemma (2017, p. 105) calls ‘Skype slippage’, on
the part of both patients and analysts, where looser boundaries, inappropriate
settings and the emergence of an animal kingdom appearing online during
sessions all serve to affect security and confidentiality. As one supervisee said to
me, I have never seen so many cats’ tails on screen before! A major concern
could be that we have all got used to it, making the necessary adaptations, but
at what cost?
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We have lost the essential transitions at the beginning and ends of sessions: the
journey to the analyst’s consulting roomwhen the session begins and the journey
home afterwards. As one of my supervisees put it, patients have lost their
decompression chamber. Instead, we have sudden beginnings and endings that
often feel like ruptures. Using the analogy of a mother feeding her baby, there is
no space for settling in or communicating before feeding; neither the gentle
holding and relating prior to putting down afterwards. One of my patients used
to mark the significance of her journeys to and from my consulting room by
taking a series of photographs through the seasons. She told me she looks at
these from time to time to remind herself of what she had that now feels so remote.
There are questions as to why and how analysts have chosen to use the

telephone, or Skype or Zoom. How much have patients been involved in
these choices about which setting might best facilitate imagination? There are
decisions to be made too about who contacts whom with invitations to
connect and the rationale for this.
Most of my patients have sessions at least twice a week and sometimes three

or four times a week. Nearly all of them use the couch. With all of them, we
agreed to work on either Zoom or Skype. I have left them to work out how
best to organize the setting in their homes or offices. I observed that all chose
to replicate as nearly as possible the setting of my consulting room, lying
down on their own couches.
The partner of one of my supervisees moved to France for work, leaving my

supervisee with some agonizing decisions about where he would live, the
difficulties of travelling back and forth during a pandemic and how to manage
to contain his training patients. We had a lengthy discussion as to whether he
would tell his patients when he was in France and when in the UK, but
decided that on balance, it would be in the best interests of his patients not to,
and to offer continuity and containment rather by using a background
photograph of his London-based consulting room while he was in France. I
think this was actually a good decision, but it is in a way fake, not authentic,
and not helped by the pixilated edges to his form and presence on the screen.
Money is unique in analysis since it is both part of the frame and part of the

process. I have always tried to keep the exchange of money with my patients in
the consulting room, hanging on – in the face of online banking – to what might
be thought of as the old-fashioned use of cheques and handing my patients an
invoice in person at the beginning of sessions each month. Sadly, COVID-19
has meant that I have had to relinquish my preferred practice in favour of the
more distanced online bills and payments.
Churcher reminds us how we underestimate the lack of privacy when

telecommunications are introduced into analysis, emphasizing that ‘we need to
be curious about what may be deposited silently into the telecommunication’s
system itself’ (Churcher 2017, p. 37). I will say more about this later. He makes
a powerful point about privacy in general and its effects for us when working
online:
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while we retain our common-sense ability to judge if the roof (or our room) is leaking,
or if the walls are permeable to sound, we generally cannot tell whether our phone has
been converted into an eavesdropping device or our emails or Skype conversations are
being intercepted. There is too much to know about the digital world and not enough
common-sense to guide us through it.

(Churcher 2017, p. 40)

Frame or setting?

Questions arise as to whether to use the term ‘frame’ or ‘setting’? Some authors
use the terms interchangeably; others see them as nuanced and different.
Definitions from the Oxford English Dictionary of the word frame include:

a a border that surrounds and supports a picture or door or window
b a structure that holds together a pair of glasses
c the basic structure of a building, vehicle, or piece of furniture.

The word framework is used to describe a structure made of parts joined to
form a frame; one designed to enclose or support … to make ready for use.
Setting is defined as:

a the manner or position in which something is set, fixed, or placed
b the manner in which a stone or gem is set or mounted
c a person or thing’s immediate environment or surroundings
d a place or time in or at which a story, play, scene is represented as happening
e the manner in which a poem or form of words is set to music.

Marion Millner prefers the term frame, referencing the frame of a painting:

in order to understand more about the meaning of the word illusion, I found it useful to
consider its role in a work of art. I had already, when trying to study some of the
psychological factors which facilitate or impede the painting of pictures, become
interested in the part played by the frame. The frame marks off the different kind of
reality that is within it from that which is outside it; but a temporal, spatial frame also
marks off the special kind of reality of an analytic session. And in psychoanalysis, it is
the existence of this frame that makes possible the full development of that creative
illusion that analysts call the transference.

(Milner 1955, p. 82)

Although a frame can be seen as rather rigid, it carries the sense of something
containing and protective and of course different frames are likely to set off
what lies within in different ways.
Cooper uses the word setting: ‘the setting is a location of dynamic transit

between the vital, interactive elements of containment and interpretation of
the patient’s conscious and unconscious experience’ (Cooper 2019, p. 1440).
Following Winnicott he says, ‘the setting operates as an auxiliary function for
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the analyst’s capacities, which include containment, interpretation, and as a
“participant” and supervisor of play’ (ibid., p. 1440).
Other authors too prefer the term setting (Davies 2015; Churcher 2005,

2016, 2017; Perelberg 2021; O’Neill 2015; Lemma 2014), and I shall, from
here on, also use the term setting as I think it takes us more helpfully to the
physical setting of analysis and the formal arrangements put in place so that
we can differentiate between analysis online and analysis in person.
Exploring what Jung has to say about the setting, I found no references to

either of the terms frame or setting in the Index for Jung’s Collected Works.
However, Jung does make a significant contribution to our theme with his
concept of the vas bene clausum. He defines it as:

a precautionary measure very frequently mentioned in alchemy and is the equivalent
of the magic circle … the idea is to protect what is within from the intrusion and
admixture of what is without, as well as to prevent it from escaping.

(Jung 1943, para. 219)

and later:

the motif of the vessel is itself an archetypal image which has a certain purpose … a
vessel is an instrument for containing things. It contains for instance liquids and
prevents them from getting dispersed … this idea of a receptacle is an archetypal
idea. You find it everywhere and it is one of the central motifs of unconscious
pictures. It is the idea of the magic circle which is drawn round something that has
to be prevented from escaping or protected against hostile influences.

(Jung 1935, paras. 407–09)

I like the idea of a magic circle as marking out the temenos or sacred precinct of
something that is special. Jung gives us examples of the magic circle in action.
For example, as a way of keeping the devil out when digging for treasure or
when, once there is a city plan in place, there is a ritual walk to mark out
what will be inside the city limits. He tells us too that in some Swiss villages,
the priest and the town council ride around the fields as a ritual blessing to
protect the harvest (Jung 1935, para. 409).
I found two other papers written by Jungian analysts on this theme. Gus

Cwik’s (2010) paper called ‘From frame through holding to container’
discusses the related terms frame, holding and the container, showing how an
emphasis on each will vary, depending on the needs of the patient.
Betsy Cohen criticises psychoanalysts as having too strict ‘rules’ about the

frame, of the view that original conceptions of the frame are ‘at odds with
the current conceptualized principle of intersubjectivity; the field between the
patient and the therapist that is co-constructed mutually’ (Cohen 2017,
p. 70). She gives examples of how a much looser frame (contact outside of
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sessions, flexible session times etc.) can be therapeutic for her patients. She
makes the point that the traditional ‘rules’ provide an illusion of safety and
security for both patient and analyst. From my own perspective, I think she
underestimates the significant role of the frame as providing something so
essential for the necessary internal work including analysing those patients
who can hit against the frame. Reading her paper sent me back to Freud’s
and Winnicott’s writing about the setting.
Freud, in his ‘Papers on Technique’ (1912, pp. 123-34), defines the setting as

made up of a set hour, the payment of fees, the use of the couch and the
fundamental rule of free association. Winnicott, paraphrasing Freud in his
own inimitable style, describes the frame as involving:

1 Meeting at a stated time daily, meeting five or six times a week.
2 The analyst being reliably there, on time, alive, breathing.
3 The analyst staying awake and pre-occupied with the patient.
4 Love expressed through positive interest and hate in the strict start and

ending times and the matter of fees.
5 As a central aim, to understand the patient.
6 A method of objective observation.
7 This work to be done in a room, not a passage; a room that was quiet and

not liable to sudden unpredictable sounds, yet not dead quiet and not free
from ordinary house noises. This room would be lit properly, but not by
a light staring in the face, and not by a variable light. The room would
certainly not be dark, and it would be comfortably warm. The patient
would be lying on a couch, that is to say, comfortable, and probably a
rug and some water would be available.

8 Moral judgement is kept out of the relationship… naturally if there is a war
or an earthquake or if the King dies, the analyst is not unaware.

9 The analyst as more reliable than people in ordinary life; punctual, free
from temper tantrums, free from compulsive falling in love etc.

10 There is a very clear distinction in the analysis between fact and fantasy so
that the analyst is not hurt by an aggressive dream.

11 An absence of the talion reaction can be counted on.
12 The analyst survives.(Winnicott 1958, p. 285)

It seems to me that although the significance of the analytic relationship has
changed a great deal since Freud’s time, not much has changed in the way
we organize the setting for our work even if some Jungians may have a
different attitude to the use of the couch. I was amused by Winnicott’s
description in point 7 of the care needed in terms of setting up our
consulting rooms, especially, in the context of working online. I was struck
too in the light of COVID, by his last comment in point 12 that the analyst
needs to survive!
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The mute setting that begins to weep

For some years now, I return often to a seminal paper written in 1967 by José
Bleger, an Argentinian psychoanalyst. Bleger’s work has been translated into
English by John Churcher and Leopoldo Bleger (2013). They too use the term
setting as the best translation of the Spanish word used by Bleger, encaudre.
Bleger makes a distinction between the analytic process and what he calls non-

process. Non-process is a set of constants; what we might think of as the setting.
Generally, the analyst is the guardian of the setting. This includes all the things
already referred to such as session times, fees, holidays, the room etc. This set
of constants allows a process to go on within it. Bleger’s main point is that the
setting itself can function like an invisible phantom limb, in that we only
become aware of it when it is disrupted. Bleger puts forward the idea that
patients project into this normally mute setting, early primitive symbiotic
feelings connected with the mother. Bleger thinks that what is projected may
be considered as the psychotic parts of the personality we all have and includes
our wishes for fusion and regression. He considers that the most persistent,
tenacious and unnoticeable ‘bastion’ can be deposited in the setting:

the setting is maintained and tends to be maintained (actively by the psychoanalyst) as
invariable. As long as it exists in this way, it seems to be non-existent or not to count,
like institutions or relationships that we only take notice of precisely when they are
missing or obstructed or come to an end.

(Bleger 2013, p. 230)

The setting then remains mute until it is disrupted when it may begin to weep or
cry. Bleger again:

in sum, we may say that the patient’s setting is his most primitive fusion with the
mother’s body and the psychoanalyst’s setting must serve to re-establish the original
symbiosis, but only in order to change it’.

(ibid., p. 240)

In a previous paper of mine (Wiener 2015), I quoted two clinical examples from
my own practice relevant to Bleger’s ideas. I had to change a session time for a
patient on a permanent basis. She had a furious reaction that took months for
us to work through. She suffered a neglectful and abusive childhood and her
wish for reliability and containment was projected into the mute setting where
she appreciated the unchanging aspects of session times, my room and indeed
my embodied presence. It was only when there was a rupture in the otherwise
normal setting that we could both come to see after a period of great turmoil,
that my request to change her session time had repeated an experience of a
cruel mother who so frequently abandoned her to manage on her own.
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Another male patient was severely disturbed by the appearance of two
re-upholstered chairs in my consulting room. His parents divorced when he
was young and his father, with whom he lived, acquired a new wife. It was as
though the strange smell and feel of the new chairs activated both the loss of
his mother’s body and the new and strange smells of his stepmother.
Lemma draws on Bleger’s ideas to extend the setting to include the analyst’s

body and how patients can ‘relate to the analyst’s body as an invariant part of
the setting as if it were part of the background and silent’ (Lemma 2014,
p. 226). She gives as an example a time when she wore a new, bright blue
shirt and cut her long hair and how this upset a female patient whose mother
had died young and who had long hair with great meaning for the patient:
‘exposure to the separation between us, as triggered by my altered
appearance, was felt by her to intrude into the symbiosis, that is, as an act of
aggression towards her’ (ibid., p. 238). Lemma stresses the key role of the
somatic countertransference in revealing to the analyst the role of the setting
for her patients, especially when there are unconscious attempts to intrude or
control.

Key clinical questions

The sudden and unexpected change in the setting of our work triggered by the
dangers of the pandemic meant that the setting in which we work was no longer
mute. It began to weep and, sometimes, it was actively crying.
Question: What have our patients been projecting into an online setting. Has

it had different effects on our patients and indeed on us, the analysts? Among
my patients, I have been able to observe three distinctly different reactions in
terms of what is projected into the online setting. I will give you some brief
case vignettes later in the paper:

1 Those for whom the change in setting has led to suffering, grief, failures in
sustaining a memory trace and sense experience of past meetings in
person. They feel uncontained and long for the return to meeting
in-person where the analyst may become, once again, the guardian of
the setting.

2 Those patients who need to defend themselves against the change of setting
using control or attack as the fears of the emergence into consciousness of
Bleger’s primitive wishes for a symbiotic relationship with mother are too
frightening and must be hidden. They make themselves unreachable in
different ways.

3 Those where there has been a ‘good enough’ adaptation to make the best of
the online setting and where patients take an active part in looking after the
setting with an acknowledgment that the trauma of the of the pandemic is
shared by us both. In a well-established analysis, it can be possible for the
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setting to remain alive in the minds of both patient and analyst. There can be
presence, even in the absence of two bodies in the same place
(Perelberg 2021). I think too that for some patients, especially those with
intrusive or narcissistic parents, the experience of working through the
screen of a laptop, computer or even the telephone, serves to provide a
safer setting in which to talk about sensitive matters previously inaccessible
face-to-face.

Question: The analyst is no longer the sole guardian of the setting; it is a shared
activity, welcomed by some patients and hated by others depending on their
personal histories and their relationship with me. What is the meaning of a
shared responsibility for the setting? Isaacs Russell notes that ‘the very
introduction of technology abrogates analytic responsibility for the setting …
it is unreasonable to expect patients to provide a safe setting for themselves’
(2020, p. 370). I think this is the case for some patients, but in others the
requirement for shared care of the setting has led to some of my patients
feeling closer to me.
Question: Do analysts vary in their capacities to adjust to working online?
I have been open in this paper that my internal setting, including my

somatic countertransference, has been compromised over the long time away
from my consulting room to the extent that I have sometimes wondered
what on earth I have to offer. I recognize that this may not be the case for
other analysts.
Question: For those of us that have worked with patients whom we have

come to know well before moving online, to what extent does the memory of
an embodied presence in the room transfer online and sustain us in our
efforts to manage telepresence? Isaacs Russell wonders if memory enlivens
and permits greater imagination. My experiences and tiredness suggest that
the memory of an embodied experience can easily fade.
Question: Does the frequency of sessions and related to this, the use of the

couch in analysis make a difference to both patients’ and analysts’ capacity to
adapt to telepresence? Can patients regress when there is telepresence?
Question: What actually happens to our somatic countertransference

without two bodies in the room?

Clinical vignettes

Here are some case vignettes of patients, where working online has been very
challenging and others where the online experience could be said to have been
more challenging for me than for them. At the time of writing, all my patients
have been in analysis for some years and I have not begun during this period
with any new patients online.
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Joanna

I have worked with Joanna for more than 10 years, three times a week. She is
intelligent, insightful, and involved in her analysis. For her, analysis has been
a lifesaver. Both her father and brother are bi-polar, and her mother has long-
term chronic depression. She has both manic and depressive episodes
(somewhat better now) and has recently been put on a new medication to
stabilize her moods. She has huge courage and holds down a good job and
has a long-term partner. She worries about weekend and holiday breaks and
frequently acts out in the breaks, sometimes causing both of us concern. For
our Skype sessions she uses a sofa in a room in her flat, taking care to look
after the setting as much as she can. She is the patient who takes photographs
for all seasons on her way to and from my consulting room.
She needs me to be a firm container and often comments that I have always

been reliably there for her, unlike some of her friends who have been
frequently let down by their analysts in different ways. I observe that in
sessions she always covers herself up with a blanket and her much-loved dog
is lying at the bottom of her sofa – usually invisible to me. I have come to
think that, as a response to the enforced setting, Joanna has developed a
second skin (Bick 1968), a protective covering she must find for herself to try
and bind together the most primitive parts of her personality without my
bodily presence in the room with her. She cannot regress safely without me
there and longs to return.

Tania

Tania is a relatively new patient I have seen for about three years. Just prior to
lockdown, she had contacted her birth mother whom she had never known, and
they had met. She is adopted and knows little about the first three months of her
life. She was brought up in a high-achieving family but had a distant
relationship with her mother who worked while bringing up four children.
Tania was gradually learning the language of feeling and beginning to develop
a reflective capacity, aware of her tendency to shut down, experiences that
were not yet within her control. The sudden move to online work came at a
delicate time in her therapy and was really unfortunate.
Tania is very competent and well-organized in all that she does, so initially

she organized a setting at home for herself, using her own couch in a spare
bedroom. It was as if, as with everything else, she took it in all in her stride
without making a fuss or complaining. She is used to taking care of others
and living with her own needs projected into others. The therapy carried on
but felt for a while as if we had taken a backward step.
Two events happened around the same time and it was then that the setting

began to weep. First of all, her husband walked into a session just as she was
saying how difficult she found it to mention her feelings to him and how
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unavailable he felt. At the following session, she said she wanted to sit up as she
wanted me to be fully present. She had been reading papers about boundary
violations for a seminar. She then told me that some days earlier, I had
inadvertently included her in an email that was not meant for her. I had no
idea this had happened, and it was of course a minor boundary violation. But
for her, it had a big impact. It was meant for my singing teacher and had
some music as an attachment. She realized that I had a life outside of our
sessions and this had an emotional impact on her. At this time, we were just
moving from two to three sessions per week. After the Easter break, Tania
could tell me for the first time how uncontained she felt working online. It
was as if the distance she was experiencing from me put us both in touch
with the first three months of her life spent in an institution with no special
care. It is clear she needs to come back into my consulting room where I may
again be available to offer the containment she needs.

Flora

I have seen Flora for a number of years, initially twice a week and now once a
week. She uses the couch. In March 2020, we met in my consulting room to
make arrangements to move online so that she could bid a temporary farewell
to my room and its atmosphere when we were both present in person. I think
I was more concerned about the move than she was. We began to work via
Skype and she would use her own couch, sometimes a chair too. Often, she
would be drinking coffee during our sessions. There was some Skype
slippage: windows were open with lots of traffic noise making it difficult to
hear her; trips to her kitchen in the middle of sessions to get water etc;
moving around the room. I observed that she was rather casual as a
co-guardian of the setting. Because of lockdown, she had to cancel a planned
holiday abroad and when we met for our session, I was surprised to see her
elsewhere in the house of friends. There had been no discussion about this in
advance and it was probably against government guidelines at that time
anyway. She was sitting at a kitchen table with her laptop in front of her. I
was aware of a lapse in my concentration. Was I annoyed with her? My
attempts at attentive listening were further compromised when I saw a man
come into the kitchen. She realized too and said immediately, ‘I am going
somewhere else’. I was aware of her climbing stairs with her laptop and going
into an upstairs bedroom. She sat down on a chair and I was immediately
faced with a large, unmade double bed behind her. Shortly afterwards, a dog
came into the room and jumped onto the bed. Any possibility of raiding the
inarticulate seemed remote. It was for me that the setting began to weep. She
on the other hand seemed unaffected. After some reflection, I said to her,
‘Flora, I am not sure it is possible to work together today like this’. She was
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very startled, felt criticised and became defensive, apologizing as if she felt she
had upset me. I wondered if I had acted out.
At our next session, back in her home, she brought a dream about a phone

session with me where we were not getting on well. She told me afterwards
that she thought I had spoiled her time with her friends and that I did not
appreciate that this was her first time with other people and felt for her like
some kind of holiday where she could socialize, rather than being on her own
at home. I became the spoiling mother, like her own mother from whom she
is estranged and who will not return her calls. We could both then begin to
reflect on the role of the setting for her and she revealed that for her, working
each from our own homes felt more friendly and equal and she preferred it.
This included a fantasy that we could go on holiday together.
I am one of those analysts where my internal setting/internal analytic

framework is compromised by working online. Neither my concentration nor
my reverie function very well. After this session with Flora, I had a powerful
memory of how sensitive I had been in both my analyses to any small
changes in the setting. I think I was probably one of Bleger’s patients who
lodged/projected early and primitive affects into the setting. Hopefully, I have
moved on from this position but there is still the memory trace, that was
strongly activated when Flora decided to change her setting without warning.
What I learned was that I need to maintain my own self-awareness and
understanding and that my dream states, my inwardly-directed listening, and
my somatic countertransference can all feel compromised by Skype slippage.
It opened up too, the possibility to talk more about the role of the setting
with Flora.

Thomas

I have seen Thomas for some years for analysis. On the couch in my own
consulting room, I have sometimes experienced him as disembodied as if the
only life is in his mind. He lies motionless during sessions and his only
movements are to turn his head frequently to look at me. In the beginning I
wondered if this was because he needed to check that I was there. Later, I
thought that it was more of a defence against letting himself free associate
and fantasize during sessions. He has a number of obsessional rituals to hold
himself together. When we moved to using Zoom, I observed that there
seemed to be no difference at all in his feelings and behaviour. The changed
setting permitted sessions to continue in just the same way as in-person.
For me, the setting was beginning to weep, but not for him. I could see then

how much he had always used the setting as a place of control to avoid
experiences of grief and loss which would be terrifying. As a result, it was
difficult to ‘play’ in analysis. For some reason, I had also colluded with his
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suggestion that he would send me a Zoom invitation for each session, when for
other patients, it is me who sends the invitation.
Recently, Thomas brought a dream:

He is in a war zone, trying to hide from the enemy, trying hard not to be seen and
caught out but secretly spying, trying to see what the enemy is up to. He feels
anxious that he might be caught. In the second part of the dream, there are giants
present and other larger-than-life, thin, lanky figures. Greta Thunberg, the Swedish
activist, is in the dream and she is in danger of falling from a cliff. It is unclear as to
whether the giants will be able to save her from falling to her death. Then the giants
and the thin lanky figures begin to fight amongst themselves.

This dream enabled me to comment on his need to spy on me as his way of
controlling and keeping secret from us both, his feelings of vulnerability,
existential anxiety and a terror of being dropped. It brought to light
memories from him of his parents’ divorce when he was seven and how he
thought everyone was going to die. I remembered my experience of Thomas
lying on my couch, as if disconnected from his body but looking at me
constantly. I realized then that this is surely his need to make sure I am there
to catch him in case he falls.

Conclusions

One of the benefits of having to work online is that it has helped us to
understand, in a more nuanced way, the role of the setting in analysis and
indeed about its flexibility. All analysts will have had the opportunity to work
with the ‘setting that weeps’ and take their reflections back into face-to-face
analysis in their own consulting rooms, where the setting may previously have
been mute and insufficiently considered.
I am clear from my research for this paper, and from my own experiences

during this extraordinary year, that I want to be back in my consulting room
as soon as it feels safe to do so. It is in the presence of my patients that I feel I
can provide the most secure setting and within this to raid the inarticulate in
the way that I need to as an analyst doing the best for her patients. To this
end, I agree with Isaacs Russell’s words, albeit written before COVID:

having the freedom to dream together requires a sense of safety for both the analyst and
the patient… it is a far shallower placewithout the possibility of natural silences and the
capacity to wait for the patient to discover how to make use of the analyst.

(Isaacs Russell 2015, p. 178)

We have been working in the presence of an absence. The absence of real bodies
in the same room together confines us more to ‘states of mind’ than ‘states of
being’ (ibid. 2015). It is an embodied state of being that truly allows us to
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communicate simultaneously with our patients and ourselves. However, I may
have been guilty of selecting references in this paper that support my
experience and my views, and I do recognize that some colleagues may
be much more comfortable working online than I have been. For those living
in countries where an analytic culture is only now evolving, the lack of
trained analysts means that online analysis with overseas analysts is the
only possibility. Nevertheless, Churcher’s words on the nature of the
psychoanalytic setting continue to reverberate:

psychoanalysis is unique among human situations and tasks by virtue of its cultivation
of curiosity about what has been deposited in the setting… in an analysis that is being
conducted remotely… we need to be curious about the phantoms that silently take up
residence in the body-schema of the patient, in that of the analyst and in the
telecommunication system itself.

(Churcher 2016, p. 13)

While each analyst can decide for themselves when and how they return, it
remains the case that the setting of our profession may be forever changed
by experiences of telepresence. Research in the field of information
communication theory and technology wants us to believe of course that
telepresence and presence are not so far apart (Isaacs Russell, 2015). Some of
my patients are waiting impatiently to come back to my room, longing for the
journeys to my consulting room that mark a transition to a different reality.
They long for me to return to my role as the guardian of the setting that offers
them the containment they need to play, to fantasize, and to relax into the
unconscious. For these patients, the unreliability of the previously mute setting
has helped both of us to become more aware of how the setting carries the
primitive maternal function. For others, for whom it seems not to matter so
much, I have learned more about their defences against intimacy and about
their conscious and unconscious attempts to keep the setting mute. There have
been some too, who have taken their role as co-guardian of the setting very
seriously so that analysis can become truly relational as a shared experience.
I cannot end without suggesting, on a less personal note, that following

COVID we have some obligations to consider our policies within our
institutions. It is clear to me that online events have worked very well. They
are more inclusive, drawing in larger audiences including people from other
countries and creating a stimulating atmosphere where differences can be
productively explored. It may or may not be important for our Societies that
the profits from these events will be larger. The Society of Analytical
Psychology’s recent online Child Conference, originally planned as a ‘live’
event to be held in Cambridge, drew in 220 people from 35 different
countries. The event was exciting in terms of its content and its atmosphere,
and we made much more money than we had anticipated from a ‘live’ event.
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I am sure it is tempting too for many of our members to have all their
committee meetings online; how much easier not to travel, to meet in the
warmth of our homes. But at what cost? Surely, the need for states of being
remains a crucial aspect of our reflective capacity when thinking together
about all aspects of institutional life.
And what about our trainings? Here, I am more confident that trainees will

meet in person again. It may only happen gradually, but trainees themselves
are complaining and there is no substitute for the bonding that takes place
in long trainings and all the informal communication that goes on in the
spaces between seminars and other meetings. I would like to end with Isaacs
Russell: ‘true presence, as unpredictable, spontaneous, and messy as it is, is
irreplaceable’ (2020, p. 373). I could not agree more.
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TRANSLATIONS OFABSTRACT

Il y a eu beaucoup de réflexions, à la fois individuelles et en groupe au sein de nos
Instituts, sur les effets du Covid-19 sur notre travail avec les patients et sur l’obligation
de passer soudainement du cadre de notre salle de consultation au travail avec nos
patients en ligne (voir également le numéro précédent de ce Journal). Cet article se
concentre sur ce que nous avons appris de telles expériences qui puisse s’ajouter à
notre connaissance en ce qui concerne le rôle du cadre dans le travail analytique.
M’appuyant sur l’article fondamental de Bleger (1967) - qui souligne que le cadre
habituel est le porteur silencieux des projections d’affects et de souhaits primaires -
l’article explore comment différents patients ont réagi à la perte de l’analyste en tant
que gardien du cadre et en particulier, en tant que présence incarnée. L’article explore
quelques questions clés et défis des patients et des analystes durant la pandémie, «
quand le cadre a commencé à pleurer ».

Mots clés: COVID-19, le cadre silencieux, technologie, présence contre télé-présence,
affects primaires dans le travail en ligne

In unseren Instituten gab es viele individuelle und kollektive Überlegungen zu den
Auswirkungen von COVID-19 auf unsere Arbeit mit Patienten und der
Notwendigkeit, plötzlich von der Einrichtung unserer eigenen Beratungsräume zur
Online-Arbeit mit Patienten überzugehen (siehe auch die vorherige Ausgabe dieses
Journals). Dieser Beitrag konzentriert sich auf das, was wir aus diesen Erfahrungen
gelernt haben, was unser Wissen über die Rolle des Settings in der analytischen Arbeit
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erweitern kann. In Anlehnung an Blegers (1967) grundlegenden Artikel, in dem die
übliche Haltung als stummer Projektionsträger für primitive Wünsche und Affekte
hervorgehoben wird, wird hier untersucht, wie verschiedene Patienten auf den Verlust
des Analytikers als Hüter des Settings und insbesondere als verkörperte Präsenz
reagiert haben. Einige Schlüsselfragen und Herausforderungen für Patienten und
Analytiker während der Pandemie, wenn ‘das Setting zu weinen beginnt’, werden
untersucht.

Schlüsselwörter: COVID-19, das stumme Setting, Technologie, Präsenz versus
Telepräsenz, primitive Affekte in der Online-Arbeit

Ci sono molte riflessioni, sia individuali che collettive all’interno dei nostri Istituti, sugli
effetti sul nostro lavoro con i pazienti causati dal COVID-19 e la necessità di spostarsi
rapidamente dai setting delle nostre stanze di consultazione al lavoro online con i
pazienti (si veda anche il precedente numero di questo Journal). Questo articolo si
focalizza su ciò che noi abbiamo appreso da queste esperienze e che possiamo
aggiungere alla nostra conoscenza sul ruolo del setting nel lavoro analitico. Facendo
riferimento al lavoro di Bleger (1967) che mette in luce il setting nella sua dimensione
fatta di proiezioni di affetti e desideri primitivi, l’articolo esplora come pazienti
differenti hanno risposto alla perdita dell’analista come custode del setting e, più
particolarmente, alla perdita della sua presenza fisica. Vengono esplorate alcune
domande chiave e sfide sia per i pazienti che per gli analisti durante la pandemia,
quando il “setting inizia a lacrimare”.

Parole chiave: COVID-19, il setting muto, tecnologia, presenza versus telepresenza,
affetti primitivi nel lavoro online

Последнее время в наших институтах появилось размышлений, личных и
коллективных, о влиянии коронавируса на нашу работу с пациентами и
требованием немедленно перейти к онлайн терапии (смотри предыдущий номер
журнала). В этой статье внимание сфокусировано на том, что мы узнали и
поняли в ходе удаленной работы, как это обогатило наше знание о роли сеттинга
в аналитической работе. Отталкиваясь от знаменитой публикации Бледжера
(1967) об обычном сеттинге как безмолвном носителе проекций примитивных
желаний и аффектов, автор исследует, как разные пациенты отреагировали на
потерю аналитика как стража сеттинга, в особенности, в качестве воплощенного,
физического присутствия. Рассматриваются некоторые ключевые вопросы и
вызовы для пациентов и аналитиков во время пандемии, когда «сеттинг начал
плакать».

Ключевые слова: коронавирус, безмолвный сеттинг, технологии, присутствие VS
удаленное присутствии, примитивные аффекты в онлайн работе
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Ha habido muchas reflexiones, tanto individuales como colectivas al interior de nuestros
Institutos, sobre los efectos causados por el COVID-19 en nuestro trabajo con pacientes,
y la necesidad de moverse repentinamente desde el encuadre en nuestros propios
consultorios a trabajar con pacientes en modalidad virtual (ver también la edición
previa de esta Revista). El presente trabajo se focaliza en aquello que hemos aprendido
de estas experiencias que puede enriquecer nuestro conocimiento sobre el rol del
encuadre en el trabajo analítico. Tomando como base el trabajo seminal de Bleger
(1967) en el que se subraya el encuadre usual como portador de proyecciones
silenciadas para deseos y emociones primitivas, el trabajo explora cómo diversos
pacientes han reaccionado a la pérdida del analista como guardián del encuadre, y en
particular como presencia corpórea. Se exploran algunas preguntas y desafíos claves
para ambos, paciente y analista, durante la pandemia, cuando ‘el encuadre comienza a
llorar’.

Palabras clave: COVID-19, el encuadre mudo, tecnología, presencia versus telepresencia,
emociones primitivas en el trabajo online

新冠疫情下反思分析设置的角色

在我们的学派里已有许多关于个体或集体的反思, 反思我们对新冠病人的工作, 以及

反思突然从咨询室转向线上工作的变化所需要的准备 (参见上期杂志)。这篇文章关注

我们在这些经验中所汲取的教训, 以增进我们对于分析工作中设置所扮演的角色的理

解。文章运用Bleger富有创意的论文的观点, 把一般性的设置看作是静音的原始愿望

与情感投射的载体, 透过这种观点, 文章探讨了不同的病人如何应对失去分析师, 这位

设置的守护者, 特别是作为具身的存在的失去的应对。文章探讨了一些疫情期间,
当“设置开始哭泣时”, 病人和分析师所面对的关键问题与挑战。

关键词: 新冠, 静音设置, 技术, 存在还是线上存在, 在线工作的原始情感
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